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The individual shape of the human body, including the geometry of its articulated structure and the distribution of weight
over that structure, influences the kinematics of a person’s movements. How sensitive is the visual system to inconsistencies
between shape and motion introduced by retargeting motion from one person onto the shape of another? We used optical
motion capture to record five pairs of male performers with large differences in body weight, while they pushed, lifted, and
threw objects. From these data, we estimated both the kinematics of the actions as well as the performer’s individual body
shape. To obtain consistent and inconsistent stimuli, we created animated avatars by combining the shape and motion estimates from either a single performer or from different performers. Using these stimuli we conducted three experiments
in an immersive virtual reality environment. First, a group of participants detected which of two stimuli was inconsistent.
Performance was very low, and results were only marginally significant. Next, a second group of participants rated perceived
attractiveness, eeriness, and humanness of consistent and inconsistent stimuli, but these judgements of animation characteristics were not affected by consistency of the stimuli. Finally, a third group of participants rated properties of the objects
rather than of the performers. Here, we found strong influences of shape-motion inconsistency on perceived weight and
thrown distance of objects. This suggests that the visual system relies on its knowledge of shape and motion and that these
components are assimilated into an altered perception of the action outcome. We propose that the visual system attempts to
resist inconsistent interpretations of human animations. Actions involving object manipulations present an opportunity for
the visual system to reinterpret the introduced inconsistencies as a change in the dynamics of an object rather than as an
unexpected combination of body shape and body motion.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When looking at other people and assessing their actions and behaviour, observers are likely to employ a wealth
of prior knowledge about statistical dependencies between body build and kinematic aspects of body movements
[5]. Size, weight, relative limb length, and the distribution of mass over the body all influence the way a body
moves. Observers have been shown to use shape and motion information in a variety of people perception tasks,
including sex discrimination [26, 45, 46], person identification [50, 52], and action perception [2, 3, 8, 31, 35, 36, 39,
40]. According to the Kinematic Specification of Dynamics principle [35, 36], observers learn to relate the visually
available kinematic patterns of action with the latent forces that would have been exerted to produce the observed
motion pattern. Learning occurs through an observer’s life-long personal experience with manipulating their
natural environment and observing other people in similar situations [10]. Innate predispositions and sensory
filter mechanisms may also play a role [20, 48].
Given the importance of both body shape and body motion as sources of information for people perception, it
is likely that the visual system is sensitive to internal inconsistencies introduced by perturbing the relationship
between shape and motion. In computer animation, internal inconsistencies can arise as a result of animation
retargeting. In this procedure, the recorded motion of a performer is used to animate a humanoid computer
graphics character. In the general case, the shapes of the performer and of the animated character will differ
[11]. The aim of animation retargeting procedures is to preserve the motion of the performer such that the highlevel features of an action are preserved in the animated character [9, 30]. However, retargeting the motion of a
performer onto a character with a different body shape is likely to impact perception, because the shape of the
character implies dynamic properties that generally differ from those of the performer [47].
In a recent review on empirical studies on the notion of the “uncanny valley,” the discomfort sometimes elicited
by renderings of people who appear almost real but not quite so, Kätsyri and colleagues [22] compared evidence
for a number of different theories that may underly the uncanny valley effect. The authors discuss empirical work
[14, 32, 41] in favour of the “mismatch hypothesis.” The theory suggests that the negative responses associated
with the uncanny valley stem from inconsistencies between different aspects that contribute to the rendering.
The visual system expects a human shape to move like a human and a robot shape to move like a robot. It follows
that when a robotic motion is used to animate a human body shape, the resulting animation should be perceived
as less attractive and more eerie than when the same robotic motion is used to animate a robotic body shape [38].
It has also been suggested that shape-motion inconsistency might trigger a warning mechanism that implies that
an individual differs from the norm or may be unpredictable in some way. As such, shape-motion consistency influences perceptual judgements and biases participants to perceive an animated avatar to suffer from a biological
insult [15] to present psychological pathologies [43] or to have an atypical sexual orientation [19].
The perceptual mismatch hypothesis has resonated with animators and researchers alike. It is used both as an
explanation for why technologically impressive human animations can fail to successfully appeal to their audiences [4, 42] and as a pre-emptive rationale for animators and engineers who purposefully reduce the humanlikeness of androids or avatars to increase their acceptability [25, 27, 51].
Perception researchers using computer animations have also shown concern for the potential influence of
shape-motion inconsistency. Some researchers routinely acknowledge that large shape-motion inconsistencies
might negatively bias the perception of animations in their studies. They anticipate the issue by designing retargeted stimuli whose shapes and motions are as consistent as possible. In one example, McDonnell et al. [28]
studied the perception of animated crowds of walking humans and noted that they took care to select performers
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whose body shapes, ages, and sexes were roughly similar to each of their 20 unique avatars. In a related example, Hoyet and colleagues [17] studied the perception of motion of multiple performers retargeted onto a single
avatar and carefully matched the body shapes of the performers to the single avatar to avoid confounds due to
inconsistency. However, the extent to which the human visual system is sensitive to uncorrected discrepancies
is unknown, since the effect of inconsistency is rarely studied with realistic human avatars.
Instead, research into human action perception has often been conducted using point-light displays [18], which
reduce the rendering of a human actor to a relatively small number of dots representing the major joints of the
body. The only information about body shape that can be directly obtained from these displays is based on
relative limb lengths and the coarse geometry of the articulated array of joints. However, even these reduced
displays are sufficient to demonstrate that observers have expectations about the relations between shape and
motion when assessing human motion. A study that provided clues about the ability of the visual system to
detect shape-motion inconsistency was conducted by Runeson and Frykholm [36]. The authors demonstrated
that observers could identify a performer’s attempts to move in a way that is inconsistent with their own body
shape—for instance, when they pretended to move like a person of the opposite gender. Studies have shown that
the way men and women move is partially determined by the dynamics of their body shape [45, 46]. As a result,
mimicking the opposite gender disrupts the expected relationship between body shape and motion. For another
example, observers seem to be able to use knowledge of the physically determined relationship between stride
length and stride frequency of a walking animal to appropriately determine the size of an animal [21]. It was
also shown that naturalness ratings of point-light walkers presented at a veridical, sped-up, or slowed-down
playback speed betray the visual system’s sensitivity to inconsistency: Observers rate the veridical playback
speeds of point-light walkers as most natural [49]. In yet another experiment, Klüver et al. [23] demonstrated
that exchanging the shape and motion information between pairs of point-light walkers directly resulted in
lower attractiveness for hybrid walkers compared to consistent walkers.
Information from movement kinematics is often sufficient to support the perception of action outcomes. For
example, throwing distance of invisible objects can be inferred from the arm kinematics of point-light displays
[31, 36, 53]. For other actions, body shape is more likely to influence how kinematic information is interpreted
by the visual system. For instance, although kinematics support the perception of a lifted weight [2, 8, 39], the
weight of the performer may modulate how kinematics are used. According to Runeson and Frykholm [35], light
performers who lift increasingly heavy boxes adjust their posture to stabilize themselves as a counterweight to
the box, while heavier performers do not require postural adjustments as they have a more stable base of support.
These examples highlight the action-specificity in the way shape and motion are integrated in the perception of
action outcomes.
The above-mentioned studies all employed point-light displays. Similar, well-controlled work with more realistic animations that provide a richer visualization of individual body shape is rare. The reason for this might
be rooted in the difficulty of generating a sufficiently large dataset that contains body shape and body kinematic
from the same individuals. Traditionally, body kinematics is sampled with optical motion capture technology.
Body shape can be assessed with three-dimensional (3D) whole-body scanners. Few labs have both and none has
produced a comprehensive dataset yet.
Recently Loper and colleagues [24] devised a new technique that fits a parametric model of body shape and
pose directly to 3D motion capture markers. The body shape is constrained to lie in the space of human body
shapes, which is represented by a SCAPE body model [1] learned from approximately 4,000 3D body scans [13].
MoSh, as this technique has been named, at least in its current state and given the marker set that we used, is
not able to reconstruct idiosyncratic details of hands and face, but the system recovers individual 3D body shape
and its dependencies on pose with a high degree of accuracy [24].
In summary, evidence suggests that animation retargeting may result in a disruption of the normal shapemotion integration process if the body shapes of the performer and of the CG character are dissimilar. In the
current article, we analyze the effects of stimulus inconsistency introduced by retargeting motion between
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Fig. 1. Example of a height-matched pair of light and heavy performers.
Table 1. Characteristics of the Recorded Performers and the Resulting Pairs

Performer Pair ID Age Weight (kg) Weight Category Height (m) BMI
1
A
29
66.4
Light
1.78
21.0
2
A
20
112
Heavy
1.78
35.5
3
B
26
73.3
Light
1.82
22.3
4
B
21
113
Heavy
1.80
34.9
5
C
20
72.3
Light
1.86
20.9
6
C
22
125
Heavy
1.84
37.0
7
D
24
60.4
Light
1.84
17.9
8
D
19
101
Heavy
1.86
29.3
9
E
25
77.1
Light
1.88
21.8
10
E
25
91.3
Heavy
1.97
23.7
people with different body masses. Both motion and body shape were obtained from motion capture data using
MoSh [24]. To uncover the perceptual consequences of retargeting animations, we conducted three experiments
that employed different measures of sensitivity to inconsistencies between body shape and kinematics in
human animations. In the first experiment, we studied the ability of observers to explicitly identify such
inconsistencies. In the second experiment, we examined the effect of inconsistency on judgments of three
animation characteristics. Finally, in the third experiment we assessed the effect of inconsistency on perceived
action outcomes. We begin by describing the general methods that were constant to each experiment, before
describing the three experiments in succession.

2 GENERAL METHODS
2.1 Performers
We recruited 10 male performers who varied widely in body shape. We restricted ourselves to male performers
to focus the variance among our stimuli on the weight differences and to avoid confounding these differences
with sex-related interactions. We then paired the 10 performers into five groups. Our goal was to maximize the
difference in weight between the two individuals of each pair while keeping their body heights as similar as
possible (Figure 1, Table 1). The five light performers weighed on average 69.9kg (SD = 6.55kg), and the five
heavy performers weighed on average 108kg (SD = 12.83kg). A paired sample t-test indicated that the weights
differed significantly (t(4) = −5.92, p = 0.004). Neither height nor age were signifiantly different between light
and heavy performers.
The 38kg difference between the light and heavy performers is accompanied by large differences in body mass
distribution. According to the guidelines of the Canadian Medical Association [6], the Body Mass Index and waist
circumference measurements of the light and heavy performers indicate large differences in body fat distributions for the two groups. The light performers had normal Body Mass Indices (M = 20.8kg/m2 , SD = 1.69kg/m2 )
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Fig. 2. Realistic human animations of performers recorded while pushing, throwing, and lifting objects.

and a narrow waist circumference (M = 77.2cm, SD = 2.86cm), while the heavy performers had obese class I
Body Mass Indices (M = 32.0kg/m2 , SD = 5.54kg/m2 ) and wide waist circumferences (M = 102cm, SD = 10.1cm).
Performers were recorded executing the following three actions: pushing a training sled weighing between
23kg to 123kg, in 20kg increments, over a distance of 2m; throwing beanbags weighing 200g toward targets
located 2m to 6m away, in 1m increments; and lifting boxes situated two step-lengths away from them, on the
floor, that weighed from 1kg to 11kg, in 2kg increments (Figure 2).

2.2 Motion and Shape Estimation
We used an 18-camera optical motion capture system (Vicon iQ, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd.) to record the actions
of 10 male volunteers from Queen’s University, Canada. The marker set that we used followed the suggestions
given in Reference [24]. Data were captured at 120fps.
Next, we used the MoSh algorithm [24] to obtain correlated estimates for body shape and body motion for each
performer, each action, and each object weight and throwing distance. MoSh produces a 3D surface composed
of a triangulated mesh with 10,777 vertices, using a data-driven model that parameterizes the interindividual
variance in body shape, as well as pose-dependent body shape deformations. MoSh achieves reconstruction
errors that are smaller than 1cm (mean distance between true and estimated body surface) [24].

2.3 Creation of Consistent and Inconsistent Animations
Consistent stimuli obtained shape and motion data from the same performer, while inconsistent stimuli were
generated by hybridizing the shape of one performer with the motion of another. To maximize the effect of
hybridization, we always combined shape and motion of performers that were drawn from different weight
groups. Therefore, the inconsistent stimuli showed animated characters with the shape of a heavy performer
and the motion of a height-matched light performer or the shape of a light performer combined with the motion
of a height-matched heavy performer (Figure 3).
The combination of 10 actors, 6 different weights, and both consistent and hybrid versions resulted in a stimulus set that consisted of 120 stimuli each for the box lifting task and for the sled pushing task. Since there were
only 5 different distances in the throwing task, this resulted in a stimulus set of 100 different throwing stimuli.
See the supplementary video for examples of the stimuli.

2.4 Presentation Apparatus
Stimuli were presented to participants in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 while they sat in front of a keyboard and wore a
head-mounted display (Oculus Rift DK2, runtime version 0.8.0.0, experiment designed in Unity3D, version 5.1.4
with the Unity Oculus Plugin).
The headset simulated a stereoscopic 3D depiction of a testing room. Real-time head tracking was used to
enable motion parallax and to allow participants to actively explore the scene by moving and turning their head.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 16, No. 1, Article 2. Publication date: February 2019.
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Fig. 3. Consistent stimuli were animated characters whose shape and motion were taken from the same performer, and
inconsistent stimuli were animated characters whose shape and motion were taken from height-matched performers with
dissimilar body weights.

However, active head movements were not required to maintain the stimuli within view. All characters were
rotated 20◦ counterclockwise from facing the participant. All actions were presented such that at the end of the
animation, the performer concluded at a distance of 4m in front of the observer. Since the actions of pushing
and lifting included locomotion, their animations were initiated farther away from the observers. The maximal
initial distance was about 6m away for the pushing actions.

3

EXPERIMENT 1: DETECTION OF INCONSISTENT HUMAN ANIMATIONS

In the first experiment, we tested the detectability of shape-motion inconsistency. We presented pairs of consistent and inconsistent animations and asked observers to identify the inconsistent stimulus. We predicted that
when forced to make a direct comparison between the two stimuli, participants would be able to detect the conflicting dynamics. Based on work that demonstrates that variability in visual appearance reduces the ability to
respond to subtle variations in motion [29], we also predict that detection would be easier if the two characters
were shown with differing motions as compared to differing body shape.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants. Twenty-four volunteers from Queen’s University were recruited. Participants were 15 females and 9 males, and they were between 18 and 24 years of age (M = 19.4 years old, SD = 1.58). Participants
were tested individually and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None had taken part in the motion
capture sessions from which the stimuli were created.
3.1.2 Procedure. The stimuli were the five height-matched pairs of performers described in Section 2.1, but
we used only the highest level of object property of the three actions: the 123kg sled pushes, the 6m throws, and
the 11kg box lifts. With 10 performers and three action clips for each, we used a total of 30 veridical, consistent
stimuli and their respective hybridized versions.
We informed participants that they would be seeing 10 male performers lifting invisible boxes, pushing invisible sleds, and throwing invisible beanbags. Pairs of consistent and inconsistent animations were presented to
participants, separated by a 500ms interstimulus interval. We instructed participants to select the “mismatching”
animation, i.e., to indicate which of the two animations of a pair was created using the appearance of one performer, but the movement of another performer. Each stimulus pair was presented twice for a total of 60 trials
per block. Two blocks were run, for a total of 120 trials. In one block, the same shape was used for both stimuli
of a pair, and the motion differed. In the other block, the same motion was used for both stimuli of a pair, and the
shape differed. Participants were aware of this manipulation. The order in which the two stimuli of a pair were
presented was random. The order of the trials within a block was also random. The order of the two blocks was
counterbalanced across participants (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Participants indicated which of the two stimuli they believed was the mismatching, retargeted animation. Actions
were randomly presented within a block. In one block, the body shape remained the same between the two stimuli, and in
the other, the motion remained the same.

Fig. 5. Correct response rates across 24 participants for the inconsistent stimulus detection task. Participant performance
was marginally better than chance (.50) in the box pushing and lifting animations. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.

3.2 Results
The results of the inconsistency discrimination task are presented in Figure 5. Performance was in all cases
very close to chance level. One-tailed one-sample t-tests comparing the correct response rates to chance level
were not statistically significant for object throws (M= 0.497, SEM = 0.015, t(23) = −0.216, p = 0.584) and only
marginally significant for box lifts (M = 0.527, SEM = 0.016, t(23) = 1.72, p = 0.050), and sled pushes (M = 0.540,
SEM = 0.023, t(23) = 1.76, p = 0.046).
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with actions and blocks as factors did not provide evidence that performance varied as a function of the action viewed or the information rated. There was no main effect of action:
Participants selected the inconsistent stimuli over the consistent stimuli at an equally low rate across all actions, F (2, 46) = 1.76, p = 0.184, ηp2 = 0.071. There was also no main effect of blocks: Participant performance
was the same when either the shape or the motion information had been manipulated within a pair of stimuli,
F (1, 23) = 0.141, p = 0.711, ηp2 = 0.006. There was also no interaction between the two factors, F (2, 46) = 0.892,
p = 0.417, ηp2 = 0.037.
Participants rated each of the 20 unique pairs twice for each of the three performed actions. We computed a
Pearson’s r correlation separately for each of the three actions to examine the reliability of participant ratings
across these two repetitions. The correlation between the animation chosen as inconsistent was significant for
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 16, No. 1, Article 2. Publication date: February 2019.
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throwing, r(478) = 0.18, p < 0.001, but neither for pushing, r(478) = 0.07, p = 0.120, nor for lifting, r = 0.02,
p = 0.606.

3.3 Discussion
Participants struggled to identify which of the two stimuli was inconsistent. This was evidenced by low correct
detection rates and generally unreliable choices. This was an unexpected finding given the large differences
between the body mass of the two performers that contributed to the hybrid. The finding also contrasts those
of Runeson and Frykholm [36], who found that observers could detect instances of deceptive performances in
cases where performers attempted to move in ways that were typical of the opposite gender. On the other hand,
the situation in our study differs slightly from that of Runeson and Frykholm [36]. In their study, all stimuli were
consistent in the sense that motion and shape came from the same recording. Observers were asked to identify a
deliberate deception by the actor rather than the editing of the recording by the experimenter. Identification of
the deception might have also have been facilitated by the fact that the actors were laypeople rather than trained
stage performers.
We had also expected that performance would be better when the shape of the performer remained constant
across a stimulus pair. Instead, correct response rates were equally low for stimuli pairs where the shape varied
compared to stimulus pairs between which the motion varied.
Even though observers were not able to explicitly identify which of the two stimuli was the hybrid, other
perceptual measures may still be influenced by a disruption of the shape-motion integration process. Studies
have shown that inconsistency can affect the perception of characteristics such as attractiveness and naturalness
of point-light displays and animated characters [12, 33, 34]. This is relevant for entertainment media, where the
affective responses toward animations is important. Therefore, in Experiment 2, we examined whether the effects
of inconsistency on perception that were observed in past point-light display experiments are replicated with
our realistic animated characters.

4

EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECT OF INCONSISTENCY ON JUDGEMENTS
OF ANIMATION CHARACTERISTICS

In this experiment, we tested a prediction derived from the premise of the perceptual mismatch hypothesis
[22]. We propose that inconsistent animations, created by hybridizing shape and motion from performers with
significantly different body weights, could result in negative responses when compared to consistent animations.
To study this question, we collected judgements of attractiveness, eeriness, and naturalness for consistent
and inconsistent animations. These questions constituted a simplified version of a questionnaire that Ho and
MacDorman [14] developed in an attempt to provide a quantitative approach to the “uncanny valley”
phenomenon.

4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Participants. For this experiment, we recruited 24 new volunteers (13 females and 11 males) from
Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada. Participants were between 18 and 26 years old (M = 20.4, SD = 2.48),
and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None had taken part in the motion capture sessions from
which the stimuli were created or in Experiment 1.
4.1.2 Procedure. Participants were presented the same 60 stimuli used in Experiment 1 (see Section 3.1.2) in
random order. After each stimulus, participants were prompted to rate their perception of the stimulus according
to one of three characteristics: attractiveness (unattractive to attractive), eeriness (reassuring to eerie), or humanness (artificial to natural). Participants indicated their response on a continuous rating scale anchored between
−3 and +3. We presented the three questions in a blocked design, for a total of 180 trials, and counterbalanced
the order of the three blocks across participants (Figure 6).
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Fig. 6. Experimental design of the judgement of animation characteristics rating task. Following the presentation of each
stimulus, participants rated the attractiveness, eeriness, and perceived humanness on semantic differential items, using a
continuous response scale anchored between −3 and +3. All three actions were presented with trials in random order.

Fig. 7. Mean attractiveness, eeriness, and humanness for the animation characteristics rating task. Participants rated either
consistent or inconsistent stimuli, who lifted a box, pushed a sled, or threw a beanbag. The error bars represent ± 1 SEM.
Follow-up two-tailed paired-sample t-tests were performed. N = 24.

4.2 Results
The results of the animation characteristics rating task are presented in Figure 7. There was no effect of consistency for any of the rated animation characteristics: Consistent and inconsistent versions of the animations were
rated similarly in terms of their attractiveness, eeriness, and humanness. However, there was a strong effect of
the action on all three rating questions: Box lifts and sled pushes were perceived as more attractive, less eerie,
and more human than the object throws.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 16, No. 1, Article 2. Publication date: February 2019.
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Table 2. 2 × 3 Repeated-measures ANOVAs Conducted Separately for the Three
Judgements of Animation Characteristics

Source of Variance
Attractiveness
Consistency
Error
Action
Error
Consistency * Action
Error
Eeriness
Consistency
Error
Action
Error
Consistency * Action
Error
Humanness
Consistency
Error
Action
Error
Consistency * Action
Error

SS

df

MS

F

p

ηp2

Obs. power

0.078
2.77
8.67
27.1
0.202
4.15

1
23
2
46
2
46

0.078
0.121
4.34
0.589
0.101
0.090

0.643

0.431

0.027

0.120

7.36

0.002

0.242

0.924

1.12

0.335

0.046

0.235

0.114
1.86
9.86
28.3
0.187
2.89

1
23
2
46
2
46

0.114
0.081
4.93
0.616
0.093
0.063

1.41

0.248

0.058

0.206

8.00

0.001

0.258

0.944

1.48

0.237

0.061

0.300

0.062
3.15
29.6
28.5
0.195
4.10

1
23
2
46
2
46

0.062
0.137
14.8
0.620
0.098
0.089

0.0454

0.507

0.019

0.099

23.9

<0.001

0.510

1.00

1.10

0.343

0.046

0.231

These observations were confirmed by two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs that were conducted separately
for the three rating questions (Table 2). There was no main effect of consistency of animation, suggesting that
inconsistency did not reduce perceived attractiveness, increase eeriness, or change the perceived humanness of
the animations. However, there was a main effect of action in all three rating questions. Follow-up comparisons of
rated animation characteristics pairs of actions, illustrated in Figure 7, indicated that ratings of box lifts and sled
pushes were similar to each other on all three rating questions, while box lifts and sled pushes were perceived as
more attractive, less eerie, and more human than beanbag throws. There was no interaction between consistency
of animations and actions for any of the three judgements of animation characteristics.
We also examined the relationship between the three ratings obtained on individual animations (N = 60) for
attractiveness (M = −0.0125, SD = 0.559), eeriness (M = −0.260, SD = 0.600), and perceived humanness (M =
0.282, SD = 0.818). Perceived humanness was positively correlated with attractiveness (r (58) = 0.867, p < 0.001)
and negatively correlated with eeriness (r (58) = −0.676, p < 0.001), and attractiveness was negatively correlated
with eeriness (r (58) = −0.651, p < 0.001).

4.3 Discussion
The predictions of the perceptual mismatch hypothesis [22] were not confirmed by our data. Introducing inconsistency between the shape and motion of the animations did not reduce perceived attractiveness, did not make
them appear less human, and did not increase the eeriness of the stimuli. This was the case for all three of the actions presented in this experiment. Overall, the results do not support the idea that shape-motion inconsistency
results in negative affect toward the animations.
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Interestingly, judgments of animation characteristics depended on the viewed action. The object throws were
perceived as more eerie and more artificial than either lifting or pushing. This might be due to a limitation of
the animation technique, which did not include recordings of the motion of individual fingers. We assume that
this becomes more obvious in the throwing stimuli than in the other two for two reasons. First, we assume that
attention rests more on the hand for the throwing movement as compared to the two others. Deriving object
weight in sled pushing and box lifting requires attention to the whole pose of the body, while throwing is mainly
a matter of arm and hand motion. Second, the ball is a much smaller object than the box or the sled. It is perfectly
plausible that the box was lifted with stretched out fingers, but since observers were told that the thrown object
was a small beanbag, they would assume that the hand should be in a grasping pose.
Finally, in contrast to some other studies that had reported effects of inconsistencies between shape and motion
[23, 49], the actions that were presented in the current study were all transitive actions; that is, all of them
involved the manipulation of an object. That allows for additional degrees of freedom in the way the situation can
be interpreted. Since the object itself was not visible, its properties could only be inferred from the way the actor
was interacting with it. Changes in the relations between body shape and body motion may be interpreted by the
observer in terms of changes of object properties. If that was the case, then we would not expect participants to
perceive the hybrid stimuli as inconsistent or to attribute them with negative affect, but we may observe effects
on how the objects and the interaction with them is perceived. We address this possibility in Experiment 3.

5

EXPERIMENT 3: PERCEPTION OF ACTION OUTCOMES

Past research into human action perception has often employed point-light displays [18] rather than animated
characters. Point-light displays convey only limited information about body shape and mainly provide body
kinematics. Kinematic information plays a critical role in inferring action outcomes, but, depending on the action,
body shape may influence how this information is interpreted by the visual system.
Information from movement kinematics alone is often sufficient to support the perception of action outcomes
to some degree. For example, the throwing distance of invisible objects can be inferred from the arm kinematics of
point-light displays [31, 36]. In other actions, body shape is more likely to influence how kinematic information
is interpreted by the visual system. For instance, although kinematics support the perception of a lifted weight
[2, 8, 39], the weight of the performer may modulate how kinematics are used or interpreted. For instance, light
performers who lift increasingly heavy boxes adjust their posture to stabilize themselves as a counterweight to
the box, while heavier performers with a more stable base of support do not require postural adjustments [35].
In addition, while there are no studies that have examined the perception of the weight of a pushed sled, recent
evidence [16] suggests that there might also be a strong interaction between shape and motion information for
this type of action: Heavy performers can push a training sled at greater peak velocities than light performers,
and this is likely to result from an ability to produce greater forces and to do so more quickly than lighter
performers. Together this evidence suggests that there may be an action-specificity in the effect of shape-motion
inconsistency on perception of action outcomes.
In Experiment 3, we used the full set of stimuli as described in Section 2.1 and asked participants to assess the
outcome of the observed actions. They were instructed to estimate the weight of the sleds pushed by the actor,
to estimate the distance of the thrown objects, and to estimate the weight of the lifted boxes.

5.1 Participants
We recruited 63 new volunteers from Queen’s University, 42 women and 21 men. Twenty-one participants were
assigned to each action viewing condition: throwing, pushing, or lifting. Participants were between 17 and 34
years of age (M = 21.4 years old, SD = 3.97). None had taken part in the motion capture sessions or in Experiments 1 or 2. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
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Fig. 8. Following the presentation of each stimulus, participants indicated the perceived action outcomes using a continuous response scale. Consistent and inconsistent stimuli were randomly presented. Actions were varied as between-subjects
factors.

5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Stimuli. As in Experiments 1 and 2, stimuli were five light and five heavy male performers who had been
recorded while pushing, lifting, and throwing objects. However, contrary to the previous experiments, where
performers were only shown manipulating one object, each performer was shown with multiple objects weights
and throwing distances (see Section 2). Performers pushed six weighted sleds (23–123kg), threw beanbags toward
five targets (2–6m), and lifted boxes with six different weights (1–11kg).
5.2.2 Procedure. To familiarize participants with the scenarios used in the experiment, they were shown
typical examples of the items that were used during the motion capture session: a 6kg box that was used for the
lifting, a sled loaded with 73kg, and a beanbag that was used for the throwing.
Participants viewed either the pushing, throwing, or lifting stimulus sets. Stimuli were presented one at a
time in a randomized order. After presentation of each stimulus, participants were prompted to input the perceived action outcomes on a continuous rating scale (Figure 8). Weights were described and reported in pounds
(1lb = 0.454kg), because participants in pilot studies indicated a greater familiarity with the imperial units. The
scales ranged from 0lbs to 24lbs for the lifted weight, from 0lbs to 320lbs for the weight of the pushed sled, and
from 1m to 7m for the distance of the thrown beanbag. No feedback was given.

5.3 Results
We conducted independent 2 (shape) × 2 (motion) repeated-measures ANOVAs on perceived action outcomes
for each of the different actions. The levels of the factors indicated whether that aspect of the stimulus was based
on a heavy or a light performer. The effects of shape and motion were action specific and are reported in the
subsections below (Figure 9).
5.3.1 Pushing. There was a significant effect of shape, F (1, 20) = 43.4, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.684. Characters with
the shape of a heavy performer were perceived as pushing heavier sleds (M = 76.2kg, SEM = 2.83kg) than
characters with light performer shapes (M = 66.2kg, SEM = 2.40kg). There was also a significant effect of motion,
F (1, 20) = 103, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.838. The sleds pushed by characters animated with the motion of a heavy
performer were perceived as lighter (M = 64.4kg, SEM = 2.52kg) than sleds pushed by characters animated with
light performer motions (M = 78.0kg, SEM = 2.68kg). Finally, there was also a significant interaction between
shape and motion, F (1, 20) = 18.0, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.486. When observers judged the action outcomes of characters
whose shape and motion were consistent, observers perceived similar sled weights, irrespective of whether the
shape and motion came from a light or a heavy performer, paired t-test, t (20) = −1.99, p = 0.061. However, sled
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Fig. 9. Regression lines representing the relationship between perceived and real weights and distances. The shaded areas
represent ± 1 SEM.

weights were perceived as lighter if the characters were created from a combination of light performer shapes
and heavy performer motions (M = 60.3kg, SEM = 2.46kg), and sled weights were perceived as heavier if the
characters were created from heavy performer shapes and light performer motions (M = 83.9kg, SEM = 3.10kg).
Note that ratings for the consistent performers are very similar, no matter whether they were light or heavy.
Observers apparently take body shape of performers into account when interpreting their poses and kinematics.
The slopes of the regression lines were influenced by both shape and motion. A 2 (shape) × 2 (motion) repeatedmeasures ANOVA on the slope values revealed a significant effect of shape, F (1, 20) = 10.1, p = 0.005, ηp2 = 0.335,
with heavy body shapes resulting in steeper slopes (M = 0.374, SEM = 0.030) than those for light body shapes
(M = 0.324, SEM = 0.324). There was also a significant effect of motion, F (1, 20) = 10.2, p = 0.005, ηp2 = 0.338, with
the light body motion resulting in steeper slopes (M = 0.384, SEM = 0.035) than those for heavy body motion
(M = 0.314, SEM = 0.029). There was no interaction between shape and motion, F (1, 20) = 0.335, p = 0.569,
ηp2 = 0.016.
5.3.2 Throwing. The pattern of results observed is different in the object throwing condition. Here, the differences in perceived thrown distances mostly depend on the source of the motion information and, to a much lesser
extent, on the source of the shape information. There was a strong effect of motion, F (1, 20) = 2.20, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.811. Characters that were animated with the motion of a heavy performer were perceived as throwing
farther (M = 4.35m, SEM = 0.115m) than characters animated with motion from light performers (M = 3.59m,
SEM = 0.140m). There was also a small, yet significant, effect of shape, F (1, 20) = 9.97, p = 0.005, ηp2 = 0.333.
Characters with the shape of a heavy performer were perceived as throwing slightly farther (M = 4.03m,
SEM = 0.127m) than characters based on light performer shapes (M = 3.91m, SEM = 0.112m). There was no
interaction between shape and motion, F (1, 20) = 0.847, p = 0.368, ηp2 = 0.041.
The slopes of the regression lines were not influenced by shape or motion. A 2 (shape) × 2 (motion) repeatedmeasures ANOVA on the slope values revealed that there was no significant effect of shape, F (1, 20) = 2.59,
p = 0.123, ηp2 = 0.115, with heavy body shapes resulting in similar slopes (M = 0.437, SEM = 0.029) to those for
light body shapes (M = 0.407, SEM = 0.030). There was also no significant effect of motion, F (1, 20) = 0.116,
p = 0.775, ηp2 = 0.006, with the heavy body motion resulting in similar slopes (M = 0.426, SEM = 0.031) to those
for light body motion (M = 0.418, SEM = 0.030). The interaction between shape and motion was not significant,
F (1, 20) = 3.39, p = 0.080, ηp2 = 0.145.
5.3.3 Lifting. The box lift pattern is more complex. There was a significant effect of shape, p < 0.001, ηp2 =
0.582. Characters with heavy performer shapes were perceived to lift heavier boxes (M = 5.90kg, SEM = 0.780kg)
than characters with light performer shapes (M = 5.44kg, SEM = 0.168kg). There was no significant effect of
motion, F (1, 20) = 0.290, p = 0.596, ηp2 = 0.014. There was also no interaction between shape and motion, F (1, 20) =
0.570, p = 0.459, ηp2 = 0.028. All effects on perceived box weight seemed to be carried by the shape of the performer.
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However, further examination of the results provided evidence that observers had difficulty estimating box
weights, as evidenced by the shallow slopes of the regression lines. There is some evidence that motion from
light performers helps observers perform the task. A 2 (shape) × 2 (motion) repeated-measures ANOVA on
the slope values revealed that there was no significant effect of shape, F (1, 20) = 0.181, p = 0.675, ηp2 = 0.009.
However, there was a significant effect of motion, F (1, 20) = 8.46, p = 0.009, ηp2 = 0.297. Stimuli created with light
performer motions resulted in slightly steeper slopes (M = 0.073, SEM = 0.018) than stimuli created with heavy
performer motions (M = −0.006, SEM = 0.015). The interaction between shape and motion was not significant,
F (1, 20) = 3.31, p = 0.084, ηp2 = 0.142.

5.4 Discussion
The results of this experiment demonstrate that the changes introduced by hybridizing the shape of one performer with the motion of another were consequential: Observers clearly respond to these manipulations. However, contrary to our initial expectations, the changes are not interpreted as inconsistencies between shape and
motion or as abnormalities in the way a person moves. The changes are absorbed by the interpretation of the
object or the way the actor interacts with it. The additional degrees of freedom, which the unknown specifics
of the object offers, provide enough room for a new, plausible, and credible interpretation. The weight of the
object (in the case of the sled and the box) and the distance thrown (in the case of the beanbag) are absorbing
the manipulation introduced by hybridizing shape and motion from different performers. This explains why
questions asked about the animated CG characters, rather than the objects they manipulated, had not revealed
any indication that participants were able to identify and evaluate the experimental manipulations.
We observed different patterns of shape and motion contributions to the perceived action outcomes. When
observers reported their perception of the weight of a pushed training sled, the results depended strongly on the
internal consistency of the stimuli. Replacing the veridical kinematics of a heavy actor with the kinematics of
a light actor increases perceived weight of the sled. For a lighter-weight person, moving the sled requires more
effort that is probably expressed in the posture and motion of the pushing character. The same logic explains
why replacing the veridical body shape of the same heavy actor with a lighter-weight body shape decreases
the perceived weight of the sled. When replacing both shape and motion of a heavy actor with the ones of a
light actor, thus generating a coherent animation again, the two effects cancel each other. Consequently, when
observers judged stimuli whose shape and motion were consistent, perceived weight was independent of the
weight of the actor.
This interpretation is consistent with work that suggest that the body weight of an individual strongly modulates the kinematics of the pushing motion [16], as well as with the Kinematic Specification of Dynamics principle
that suggests that the motion of light individuals is more strongly impacted by changes in object weight than
the motion of heavy individuals [35, 36].
In the case of beanbag throws, we observe a very different pattern. The perceived distance of the throw seems
to mainly depend on the kinematics with only little contribution from body shape. The bean bag was relatively
light (about 400g) and the throwing distance can probably be controlled by the kinematics of the arm alone.
The postural changes responsible for differences between sled pushes of light and heavy actors do not have
an equivalent in the throwing movements. This result is consistent with previous literature using point-light
displays. Munzert and colleagues [31] have shown that distance estimation from arm kinematics can be achieved
in the absence of an explicit representation of the rest of the body.
The results of the box lift condition are harder to interpret. Participants appeared unable to respond accurately
on the perception task. The slight effect of body shape on slopes is consistent with the idea that it is easier to
perceive differences in box weights with light body shapes than with heavy body shapes. Observers could not
discriminate the weights of the boxes when the motion was taken from a heavy performer, regardless of the consistency of the animation, as evidenced by a regression coefficient that did not differ from zero. In a way, this is
consistent with the Runeson and Frykholm’s [35] hypothesis that heavy individuals do not need to significantly
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adjust their posture when lifting weights because of the high stability of their center of moment during the box
lift, whereas light performers must adjust their posture more for larger weights to account for the destabilization incurred by the box lift. Such a hypothesis predicts a better ability to perceive the box weights for light
performers. However, the slope values for these performers were too small to draw reasonable conclusions. The
above interpretation therefore remains speculative and calls for further experiments with heavier box weights
that contribute more strongly to postural readjustments.
Note that the action outcome perception task was relatively difficult, as evidenced by the relatively shallow
slopes obtained for the three actions. Some earlier studies that used point-light displays or video recordings
found more accurate ratings [31, 35]. The task of the current study, although ecologically valid, may be more
difficult than other methods used in previous box lifting studies.
In this version of MoSh, hands were depicted with open palms and static, extended fingers. We can speculate
that observers interpreted these hand configurations as inefficient and that it would only be possible for them
to throw objects at shorter distances and lift lighter objects. The usage of CG characters in the current study
as compared to point-light displays that have been employed in earlier ones might also affect search patterns
and the guidance of attention. Even in simple tasks such as gender identification from walking stimuli, eye gaze
fixation patterns can differ significantly depending on the rendering of the stimulus: Fixations on point-light
displays are directed mostly toward the hips and feet [37], while fixations on animated CG characters are mostly
on the upper body and faces [7]. The explicit surface of the CG characters might influence which regions of the
body the observer attends to, incidentally reducing the ability to extract information from other regions of the
visual display that may contain the most relevant information, such as the hands.

6

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated that observers were barely able to explicitly detect shape-motion inconsistency (Experiment 1)
and that judgments of animations characteristics were not affected by inconsistency either (Experiment 2). However, inconsistency in shape and motion had a systematic, action-specific effect on the perception of action outcomes (Experiment 3).
The visual system has undeniably access to vast knowledge regarding the role of shape and motion information
in action production. Past research has shown that knowledge about relationships between shape and motion
is used for a number of different person perception tasks [2, 3, 8, 26, 31, 35, 36, 39, 40, 44, 45, 50]. Most of this
previous work, however, was conducted using point-light displays that provide only very limited information
about body shape and leave a large part of the person’s appearance to the imagination of the observer.
In the current study, we used realistic character renderings, which combine a person’s individual body kinematics with detailed individual body shape. These displays therefore provide the observer with much more
information and realism about a person’s individual appearance. Our experimental results suggest that when
the performers that contribute to a hybrid have very different overall body mass, hybridization affects the perceived dynamics of the actions, but are neither identified as inconsistent animations nor are they attributed with
negative connotations such as eeriness or reduced attractiveness.
Our results seem to contrast previous work that used point-light displays of walking people and showed that
inconsistency between the geometry of the body and its kinematics reduced attractiveness and realism of walker
displays [23, 49]. However, unlike the movements that we used in the current study, walking is not a transitive
action and does not involve manipulation of an object. In our study, the objects and their perceived properties
provide additional degrees of freedom that allow the observer to come up with a new valid and consistent reinterpretation of the observed event. It is the objects and their properties that absorb the changes introduced to
the stimulus by combining shape and motion from different performers.
If that interpretation is valid, then our results would be specific to transitive actions. Locomotion actions such
as walking, running, jumping, and many other activities that do not involve the direct manipulation of objects
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may be more likely to reveal to the observer inconsistencies that result from retargeting. Similar reasoning
has been invoked by researchers who manipulated motion patterns during throwing actions [53]. The authors
demonstrated that these movements can be deformed to a very large extent before the visual system starts to
interpret them as unnatural. The visual system seeks valid interpretations of the world whenever possible. That
may be easier for transitive actions, which offer more opportunities to discount for inconsistencies introduced
by the retargeting process.
It seems that the human visual system, while knowledgeable about the natural relations between kinematics
and body shape in human motion, is willing to accept reinterpretations of retargeted animations, if at all possible.
However, the animator has to be aware of potential changes in the perception of manipulated objects, which may
have unintended effects on the narrative of an event. In our experiments, the manipulated objects were invisible,
which provided additional degrees of freedom for the imagination of the observer to adjust object properties
to augment the available visual data and generate a plausible event. Even if objects were visible, some of their
properties (such as the weight) may not be obvious. However, in other situations, even renderings of transitive
actions may constrain object properties to a point at which they do not provide enough freedom for a consistent
re-interpretation that avoids a sense of inconsistency.
In conclusion, the results have interesting implications for retargeting in computer animation. It seems that
the visual system is relatively tolerant to inconsistencies, so long as the shape and motion of the animation are
realistic. When the performer and avatar are matched for height, but have very different body weight, this inconsistency is not likely to introduce changes in animation judgements or to be noticeable. In this sense, researchers
who carefully match the body shape of performers, recorded while walking, with the body shape of their virtual
avatars, are unlikely to have introduced disruptive inconsistencies [17, 28]. However, if conveying the properties
of manipulated objects to an observer is critical, the role of body shape should be carefully considered. This
could even be used for artistic effect in animation retargeting: If the pushing motion of a light person was used
to animate a heavy and strong-looking body shape, then the apparent weight of a pushed object would appear
much heavier than it was in reality, yet still appear natural to an observer.
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